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Night of the (different kinds of) Living Dead

In a world where humans and vampires coexist, a zombie apocalypse changes the game... but who has the power?

Story and artwork by
Juan Felipe Rendon
ONE FINE FRIDAY, AS DUSK APPROACHED...

TO THE BLACKWELL'S! THEY'LL SAVE US FROM THIS ZOMBIE!

IF YOU DIDN'T PUT ON SO MUCH AXE BODY SPRAY THEY WOULDN'T CHASE US! IF I CAN SMELL IT FROM A MILE AWAY...

SHE'S CLOSING IN ON US. HURRY!!!

ALMOST THERE! FOR ALL THE CRAP WE GO THROUGH, THIS DEAL DOES COME IN HANDY.

MOW! MOW!

WHAT'S THIS?!

WHO DARES DISTURB ME WHILE I WAS ADMIRING MY WARDROBE?

WEAK LITTLE HUMANS...

THANK GOD! HELP!
RARGH!! BEK!

DRACO, HONEY - WHO DARES DISRUPT MY BEAUTY SLEEP!

CALM DOWN, TENZIIR - NOTHING LIKE AN EASY KILL TO REMIND THE HUMANS WHO'S ON TOP.

THESE JC PENNEY-WEARING FOOLS AGAIN?

UGH.

WELL, THE KITCHEN IS LOOKING A LITTLE UNKEMPT...

SINGS: I'M UP, DRACO AND I ARE GOING SHOPPING. WHEN WE COME BACK IT BETTER BE SPOTLESS!

NOW GET TO WORK!!

OH, AND DON'T FORGET THE RULES! NOT THAT YOU DIDN'T ALREADY BREAK THE SECOND ONE...
GRR! HOW IS THIS EVEN FAIR?!

I MEAN, THEY DO TAKE CARE OF A FEW WALKERS FOR US HERE AND THERE...

BUT, WE'RE THE ONES KEEPING THESE VAMPIRES FED!

ALL THEY DO MAKE US DO STUPID TASKS! THEY'RE BASICALLY JUST SHOWING US OFF AS THEIR SLAVES!

"JOHNNY DO THIS!" "BARBRA DO THAT!"

HMPH !!!

AS THEY PONDER RECENT MEMORIES, THE SIBLINGS' FRUSTRATIONS MOUNT...

VACUUM THE LIVING ROOM AGAIN!

WATER THE PLASTIC PLANTS - AGAIN!
Johnny and Barb thought back to how their new life under the rule of the Blackwells came to be. It started with only a few—just a couple of “walkers” passing through town. But it didn’t stay that way for long...
In a few weeks they had overtaken all of the suburbs. News reports had confirmed there was nowhere to go.

Humans were defenseless against the walkers. One bite — one scratch even — was enough to turn kin on kin, "Kinda" to "Other..."

It wasn't long until Johnny and Barbara had lost everything. Scared, tired, and defenseless...  
...they were the only ones left.

The only humans, anyway...
The town's only vampires were still here, of course. With their icy fangs and immunity to the zombie virus, the Blackwells could easily take the walkers head on.

And with the zombies decimating the human population — compromising the vamps' sole source of food — this fearsome twosome sought to keep this last pair of humans for themselves.

See how easily and stylishly we crush them, humans!
We could just as easily take your life, too!

If only we had those abilities...
They're so powerful!

We are feeling quite generous, however, so we will spare your lives, in exchange for your simple cooperation, of course.

All you have to do is submit to a few rules here and there... and become our personal blood bank, of sorts.

And in exchange for your cooperation we will handle your little 'walker problem.'

Not that you have much choice, really. If you say no, we'll just imprison you fashion-challenged nimwits and harvest your blood. Your pick.
I GUESS I'D RATHER BE A LIVING BLOOD BANK THAN A DEAD ONE...

UM...OKAY, MRS. BLACKWELL...

WE'LL DO IT.

EXCELLENT. JUST FOLLOW THESE RULES:
1) DO WHATEVER WE SAY.
2) DON'T BE ANNOYING.
3) STAY OUT OF MY STUDY!

AND MOST IMPORTANTLY, 3) STAY OUT OF MY STUDY!

JOHNNY AND BARB SPENT THE NEXT FEW WEEKS UNDER THE TERMS OF THEIR AGREEMENT WITH THE BLACKWELLS. THOUGH GRATEFUL TO BE KEPT SAFE FROM THE WALKERS, THEY COULDN'T HELP BUT GROW RESENTFUL OF THE EXPLOITATIVE BLACKWELLS. COULD IT REALLY BE THAT THEY HAVE SO MUCH POWER OVER THE TWO SIBLINGS?

WERE THEY NOT, AS THE VITAL BLOOD SOURCE, DESERVING OF MORE?

I'VE HAD ENOUGH OF THIS.

I'VE HAD IT WITH FOLLOWING THESE STUPID RULES!
YEAH! I MEAN, WHAT’S SO SPECIAL ABOUT THIS STUPID STUDY, FOR EXAMPLE?

AND I’M GONNA FIND OUT!

AFTER WEEKS OF THIS NONSENSE, I FEEL LIKE I DESERVE TO KNOW!

WAIT, BARB! I’M NOT SO SURE THAT’S A GOOD IDEA!

WELL, TOO LATE!

YOU PROBABLY SHOULDN’T LEAN ON THAT!

THIS IS IT?!

SEE! WE’RE FINE!

I DON’T SEE WHAT’S SO SPECIAL—THEY’RE JUST BOOKS! THIS RED ONE DOES LOOK INTER——
CRASH!

PWOMP!

UH OH!!! THE BLACKWELLS ARE GONNA KILL US! THERE'S NO WAY WE'LL BE ABLE TO REPAIR THIS BOOKCASE BEFORE THEY GET HOME!

WHAT TO WE DO? WE'RE DOOMED!

TENZIRA WILL PROBABLY SHRED US INTO PIECES TO DECORATE THE FRINGES OF HER LOUIS VUITTON BEDSPREAD!

UH, DON'T WORRY, WE'LL THINK OF SOMETHING. WE MIGHT AS WELL READ THROUGH THIS BOOK.

LOOK, IT SAYS "BLACKWELL SECRETS". MAYBE IT'LL HELP US THINK OF SOMETHING!

HOW COULD YOU WANT TO READ RIGHT NOW? WE NEED TO FIND A WAY OUT OF THIS MESS!!!

AND SO THE SIBLINGS SCANNED THROUGH THE PAGES OF WHAT WAS ACTUALLY THE "BLACKWELL FAMILY MANDATE." IT HOUSES ALL THE RULES THAT GOVERN THE BLACKWELL LINE OF VAMPIRES. ANCIENT RULES THAT EVEN THE POWERFUL TENZIRA AND DEAGO THEMSELVES COULD NOT BREAK.

THOUGH SOME PASSAGES WERE IN UNFAMILIAR SCRIPT, JOHNNY AND BARB PICKED UP ON A FEW ENGLISH BITS HERE AND THERE. ONE IN PARTICULAR SEEMED OF CRUCIAL IMPORTANCE, THOUGH THE TWO DIDN'T QUITE UNDERSTAND HOW IT COULD APPLY TO THEM...YET.
"...and so it is that if a blackwell drinks blood from a living dead, there shall be no nourishment there."

What does that mean? That they can’t live off walkers? We already knew that!

Fine. Forget the book! We need to figure out how to get out of this mess--now!

Wait. You said “walkers”. That’s it! That’s the key!

If we can lure a zombie into the house, we can have it chase us into the study.

Then we can call the blackwells and blame it on them taking too long to get here. As if the zombie forced us into the study!

But how do we get a zombie?

Hmm...

Leave that to me!

Should be any second now...
Tenzira, come quick! A walker broke in!

What? Don't let it soil the new carpet! We'll be right there, zit face!

Like clockwork. Okay, call them now!

Boom! Boom!

RARWRRGHHH...

RARWRRGHHH...

RARWRRGHHH...

RARWRRGHHH...

Yoo hoo! Over hear!
THE BLACKWELLS CUT THEIR SHOPPING TRIP SHORT, CHASING QUICKLY TO MAKE SURE THEIR BLOOD SUPPLY WAS SAFE AND SOUND.

ALSO TO ASSESS THE DAMAGE TO THEIR BEAUTIFUL NEW CARPETING, NATURALLY.

OH YOU BETTER HOPE IT'S A CLEAN KILL, HUMANS!

WHERE IS IT?!

SNAP!

CRACK!

HOW DARE YOU LET ONE INTO MY STUDY?!

WE... WE... UM... WE COULDN'T HELP IT! IT CHASED US IN!!!

HOW DARE YOU EVEN BE IN MY STUDY?!
SHUT UP YOU FRECKLE-FACED, 4-ON-A-SCALE-OF-10-IF-YOU'RE-LUCKY, GENERIC HIGH-TOP WEARING BRATS!!!

IF YOU'RE SO CLUMSY WITH THESE WALKERS THAT YOU LET THEM CHASE YOU SO MUCH, SEEMS YOU DON'T HAVE MUCH OF A PROBLEM WITH THEM TO BEGIN WITH!!!

WE MIGHT AS WELL HARVEST YOU GUYS IF YOU SO EASILY WANT TO BECOME LIKE THESE WALKERS.

TRAPPED IN A POD, SILENT AND LIFELESS! AT LEAST THAT WAY I CAN FINALLY ADMIRE MY BEAUTY IN PEACE.

WAIT A SECOND. SO IN A SENSE...

WICH MEANS ...THEY REALLY CAN'T AFFORD TO HARVEST US IN THE FIRST PLACE!

HARVESTING IS LIKE ZOMBIFICATION.

OH, SHUT UP TENZIRA!

WE'VE HAD ENOUGH OF YOUR INANE CHATTER AND YOUR EXPLOITATION.

YOU SEE, WE'VE RECENTLY LEARNED SOMETHING ABOUT YOU TWO THAT'S REALLY GONNA CHANGE THE WAY THINGS WORK AROUND HERE....
"...and so it is that if a Blackwell drinks blood from a living dead, there shall be no nourishment there." Weak humans or not, Johnny and Barb's living, consenting blood gave them power over Draco and Tonjiha.

Knowing that harvesting was never an option to begin with, the siblings translated their newfound knowledge into a position of power and leverage.

Vacuum the living room again!

Water the plastic plants - again!

Oh, and one more thing...

Hmph...

The end...